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Visit the VRG website at www.vrgonline.org for changes and updates to the schedule.

VRG RACE SCHEDULE

2019

March 2

VRG Tech Seminar, Graham Engineering & Motorsport, Hampton, NJ
Doors open at 9:00 (coffee & donuts), presentations begin at 10:00, lunch 12:00,
presentations continue after lunch.
Address: 96 State Route 173, Suite 5, Hampton, NJ 08827
https://goo.gl/maps/RcLZizHVQH72

April 5-7

Wild Hare Run with VDCA – Virginia International Raceway, Alton, VA
Event Chairman: Mike Jackson, Tel: 561-622-7554, Email: vdca@vintagedrive.com

May 15-19

Jefferson 500 – Summit Point, WV
VRG Drivers School, FF Challenge Series, VeeRG Challenge Series,
IMSA RS/Trans Am 2.5 Reunion
Co-Event Chairmen: Cal Trumbo & Jim Karamanis
Tel: 304-449-7050 Email: j500@vrgonline.org

June 20-22

6th Annual Vintage Motorsports Festival –
Thompson Speedway Motorsports Park, Thompson, CT
Oldest Road Course in the USA, Co-Sanctioned with the VSCCA
Event Chairman: Paul King, (508) 847-4809, paulking@vrgonline.org,

July 26-28

New Jersey Historics – NJMP Thunderbolt, Millville, NJ
Formula Ford Feature Race, VeeRG Challenge Series
Event Chairman: Butch O’Connor, Tel: 973-295-3674, Email: bfo@spsk.com

September 6-8

VRG at Pitt Race – Wampum, PA
Formula Ford Feature Race, VeeRG Challenge Series Finale
Event Chairman: Keith Lawrence, Tel: 412-770-8267, Email: Keith@VRGonline.org

ü October 11-13
November 22-24

VRG at The Glen – Watkins Glen, NY
Formula Ford Feature Race
Event Chairman: Mike Lawton, Tel: 978-274-5935, Email: Lawton@vrgonline.org
Annual Turkey Bowl XXIII – Summit Point, WV
Co-Event Chairmen: Cal Trumbo & Jim Karamanis
Tel: 304-449-7050 Email: j500@vrgonline.org
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SNAPSHOT! – THE 2019 VRG HISTORICS AT PITT RACE
by Bill Stoler
better than last year! Well done, race-chair Keith
Lawrence! I think the entries were somewhere around
140, including the largest field of Formula Vees I’ve
seen at a VRG event! 18 Formula Vees took to the
track at Pitt Race. Congratulations again to Keith for
his incredible effort with the VeeRG Series for the
VW powered open wheel racers! I’ve really grown to
appreciate watching these cars work the draft and work
to maintain momentum lap after lap. The last hairpin
turn at PIRC was a great spot to catch the passing before
they head to the start finish. Congrats to Harry Sroka
for winning the 2019 VeeRG series championship! The
race weekend could be remembered as the weekend of
the LYNX, with Mike Kitzmiller, Eric Coppack and
Alan Wong all taking wins in a LYNX.

Wow, what a year 2019 has been!
As I type this article, I’m still kinda dazed by my
travels in the last 6 weeks or so. It started at the Lime
Rock Historic Festival 37 – traveled home to edit
those photos for Vintage Motorsport before taking off
for one of my favorite tracks on the VRG Schedule
– The Pittsburgh International Race Complex. From
there, it was off to Elkhart Lake Wisconsin for the 50th
Anniversary of the Formula Ford at Road America!
My plan was to leave Pittsburgh and make stops
along the way to Wisconsin. Well, I experienced the
digital photography equivalent of “THE BIG ONE!”
during the weekend at Pittsburgh and my computer
and photography software simply wouldn’t import
the photos. It’s way too complicated to get into here,
but let’s say I spent Monday in an Akron OH hotel
speaking for six hours with various levels of technical
support on the phone. GOSH, was that tedious! The
good news is, it did get resolved and very few photos
were harmed during this painful exercise!

In Group 1 medium bore, it was Logan Dernoshek in a
Corvair Yenko Stinger and Steve Byrne in his Datsun
510. Steve turned the fastest lap with a 2:03.081, but
Logan took three of the four race wins during the
weekend. It was good to see PVGP regular Jeff Snook
visiting PIRC for the first time in his immaculate white
Triumph TR3A. Jeff Tapolci is starting to look very
comfortable in the Lotus Super Seven that he acquired

The improvements and expansion of the track since
the Stouts took it over are awesome. It may have been
the best visit to PIRC and the weather was SO much

View more at BillStoler.com
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from Vic Schuster taking third place in the Saturday
afternoon race and again on Sunday morning.

the weekend with John Thompson and Nate Scigliano
giving chase most of the weekend. John Thompson
captured a sprint race win on Friday afternoon.

The Formula Ford Challenge Series raced in Group
2 and were joined this weekend by our friends of the
FRCCA. Kirk Davis led most of the weekend taking
the top spot for FRCCA gang. The FF Feature on
Sunday saw Dan Pyanowski taking the Club Ford win,
Tom LaCosta winner in Historic Ford and Robby Bork
taking the Post-Club Ford laurels. The Field Award
went to Brian Graham of the FRCCA for his support
of our series.

The Group 7 Big Bore races were exciting to watch.
That long rolling front straight at PIRC really allows
the spectator to see and appreciate the speed of these
cars. It was good to see the GT40 of Richard Milesky
back at PIRC. During the PVGP, drivetrain issues
cut his weekend short. No problems this time, with
Milesky battling with Chris Zappa in the TVR Tuscan
most of the weekend. For some reason, it just seemed
like Zappa was really flying this weekend. Maybe I was
just watching at the right time, but congrats to Chris
and Richard for some great runs during the weekend.
Would love to see these cars show up at Watkins Glen
in October!

The Group 3 Small Bore races were a blast to watch!
The fastest lap of the weekend (2:09.217 sec) was
turned by Andrew Moore in his Austin Healey Sprite.
Mack McCormack in his familiar Morris Mini Cooper
S battled with Steve Hirschtritt in his Turner Mk III for
most of the weekend, taking a win on Saturday. Steve
seems to have the Turner sorted out quite well these
days, taking a win on Sunday. I can’t remember which
race it was, but Andrew Moore came from the back of
the pack during one race, taking the win in spite of the
dead battery that forced him to the rear of the field.

By now you have all heard that the VRG will be
returning to the Pittsburgh Vintage Grand Prix next
July. Obviously, I’m glad that we are going back to the
PVGP, but this place is so cool – I suggest we come
back in September too!

The S2000 Group 6 saw a great group of 22 cars
competing at PIRC and put on some great racing as
usual. Ben Sinnott was fast and turned the fastest lap
of 1:45.294 in qualifying and he took two wins during

See you at the Glen!
Bill Stoler - The Photo Guy

View more at BillStoler.com
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2019 VeeRG CHALLENGE
by Keith Lawrence
First, I would like to thank everyone for coming out to
one or more of the VRG VeeRG Formula Vee Challenge
Race Series events.

As most of you know this series win is based more on
participation then on winning a race or two, but it shows
that we have a growing FV community within VRG
(and VSCDA) and it is very interesting that two of the
three winners are under the age of 21.

It was a blast and the race last weekend at Pitt Race
where we had over 17 FVs running and in our own run
group was one of my favorite racing experiences.

I hope the 2020 series is as successful if not much more.

The winners of our series by only a few points were:
1st Place – Harry Sroka
2nd Place – Emily Ryan
3rd Place – Mike Lawrence

View more at BillStoler.com
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2020 VRG CALENDAR
by Jim Karamanis
Over the past two and a half years, many of you have
heard me say my hope was to leave the club in at
least as good, if not better shape, than it was when
the board voted me in as your president. The constant
rains in 2018 caused many of us on the Board to
worry that this goal was far from reality, as we were
left in a bit of a financial pickle. The usual stability
the Jefferson 500 brings our treasury was drowned
under many inches of rain and replaced with a loss.
And, it wasn’t just the Jefferson 500 that was affected
in 2018, rain reappeared at every single VRG gettogether in 2018.

each year, is almost $300,000. Of course, any year
when participation is high, we can reap big rewards
for the club, but 2018 taught us it can also badly hurt
us when the weather works against us, draining the
treasury and putting our backs to the wall. Weather
and track cost aren’t the only issues we have to deal
with. The growth and success of the NJMP event has
been hindered by a lot of competition. Whether we
hosted it in July or September, the competition from
other well-established vintage events has made it
difficult for us to even break even, much less make a
profit at this track. Everyone that races at New Jersey
loves it, but unfortunately not enough participants
have joined us to keep that event financially viable.

The cold realities of 2018 left the VRG Board in a
situation of having to take a hard look at our club
schedule and our operating reserves. On paper,
our 2019 schedule looked great, but under close
examination, it was loaded with events that bring
a high-risk to the club. Tracks like New Jersey
Motorsports Park, Pittsburgh International Raceway
and Watkins Glen require large amounts of money to
rent. Our responsibility, for just those three events

So, after discussions about the possibility of rejoining
them in running their event at Pitt Race with the
Director of the PVGP, as well as being approached
by Skip Barber, who asked us to become one of the
sanctioning bodies at Lime Rock’s Fall Festival, it
seemed like we had found answers to lowering the
financial risks of our present schedule, while also

View more at BillStoler.com
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fun setting. The owners of Thompson Speedway
Motorsports Park have agreed to re-establish a
partnership which greatly lowers our financial risk.
This gives us the ability to continue to race at this
historic track and maintain the feel of a mediumsized traditional VRG event. This is an event that
reminds us all of the way vintage racing used to be.

placing the club on a very stabile and positive footing
as we move forward.
I am very excited to share with you the new VRG 2020
calendar, which continues to offer our membership a
full calendar of great racing, while meeting our fiscal
needs in the future:
April – VIR Wild Hare – Our support of our
VDCA event continues. This is a fun event at a world
class facility with minimal financial risk to VRG. We
support the VDCA, who also return the favor and
support us in great numbers at the Jefferson 500. A
win-win for both clubs.

July 17-19 PVGP Historic Races – PVGP and
VRG have agreed to reunify and partner together
for many years. This event gives us the
opportunity to continue to race at this great track
at a much lower financial risk and it once again
associates us with one of the premier racing events in
the country. PVGP and VRG see this as an
exciting opportunity to both expand the event and
continue the support of a worthwhile charity.

May 15-17 Jefferson 500 – Traditionally our signature
event, it is well attended and other than the year we
were rained out, provides great stability for our club and
showcases what we are capable of. The Jefferson 500
has developed a stellar reputation and is known around
the country and world as a must-do vintage race.

September 4-7 Lime Rock Park Labor Day –
As mentioned before, Skip Barber himself asked
VRG to join the VSCCA as co-sanctioning body
of Lime Rock’s Labor Day Festival. There is
limited financial

June 11-13 Annual Vintage Motorsports Festival –
This is the little race that could. Members keep
returning to this event because of its intimate and

View more at BillStoler.com
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risk at this event for the VRG, while making us part
of one of the most recognized and prestigious vintage
racing festivals in the world.

membership. It creates financial stability, puts three
core festival events in the schedule, as well as an
equal number of small-to-medium-sized events that
carry on the VRG objective of offering lots of track
time and camaraderie at a great price.

October 16-18 VRG @ Watkins Glen – Even
though having an event at this track is high-risk to
the VRG financially, the partnerships we have put
in place with other racing organizations allow us to
greatly lower that risk and thus be able to continue
to enjoy one of the most historic race tracks in the
world while maintaining the feel of a medium-sized
traditional VRG event.

I sincerely hope that you are as excited about these
changes as I am.
Lastly, as I serve you during my last few months
as VRG president, I want to thank all of you that
have taken the time to attend VRG events and share
feedback on club issues. Your input is imperative
in keeping the board operating in a direction that
benefits the club. I’d also like to thank all of the board
members that have supported me during the last three
years. This is truly a group of individuals who put
the VRG as a first priority, even when those priorities
differ from their own. This is what leadership of a
club organization is all about.

November 20-22 Turkey Bowl @ Summit Point –
A time honored classic, the Turkey Bowl offers the
ultimate in track time at an unbelievable price. This
small event offers the VRG family a low-stress way
of enjoying track time and camaraderie at one of
the most exciting to drive historic race tracks in the
country. And like this year’s event, we will race earlier
in the month, before Thanksgiving, encouraging
more member participation.

Yours truly,

The bottom line is, our new 2020 event calendar
fulfills many objectives for both the VRG club and

Jim Karamanis - President, Vintage Racer Group
View more at BillStoler.com
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VRG GOING TO LRP
by Mike Lawton
Lime Rock? Yes, Lime Rock.

throttle. It turned out to be a distributor problem that
was causing the timing at advance to be consistently
inconsistent. This meant that Friday was “no laps” for
me, as well as Saturday morning. Saturday afternoon’s
race I started last (31st) due to no qualifying time.
Moving carefully through the field, I finished 8th. A
fun race. Did I mention my group was called “Cut and
Thrust” and included a number of VSCCA Giuliettas
(most with 1300s) and a number of MGAs and four
or five Formula Juniors? Certainly not the normal
VRG groups but that’s one of the differences you
will encounter at this event. There were several other
experiences through the weekend that reinforced the
necessity for flexibility and optimism in the face of
potential adversity. Monday’s race was also interesting.
I was expecting to start from the back, but was waved
up to 11th spot on the grid. OK(?) With a light drizzle,
the field was thin so 11th grid spot resulted in a
starting position of 5th behind 4 Formula Juniors, on a
slippery track. When the green flag dropped, I passed
3 of the Juniors and was behind only JR Mitchell who
was slipping and sliding all over the track but doing
a marvelous job of keeping all four on the pavement.

As you read this, word about VRG co-sponsoring the
Labor Day weekend Lime Rock Historic Festival will
have already been made official, and if you’ve never
been there – you may be wondering what’s up.
When Skip Barber and Murray Smith came to VRG to
ask us to co-sponsor the event with VSCCA starting
in 2020, I decided to attend in 2019 after a few year
absence. How did it go? Well, I’d say that it’s very
much an improved event and will only get better. But
it is different than the usual VRG event and I’d suggest
that you, as a VRG member and racer, probably do
want to attend – but you also very much want to attend
with the appropriate mindset.
My weekend started with being shown to my trailer
parking spot for the weekend. It was too small. My
truck and trailer would not fit in the box allocated to
me when connected, so I disconnected the truck and
fit everything into the box as best I could. The “roll
with it” vibe continued throughout the weekend. My
race car would idle fine but stumble horribly under

View more at BillStoler.com
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Soon, a red Giulietta appeared from behind and passed
me. It was my friend and paddock neighbor Francesco
Amato (or so I thought). Then the red car passed JR and
took off. I followed, passed JR and started to “worry”
the red Giulietta hoping for a mistake on the slippery
track. Eventually, I drew alongside and we went door
handle to door handle from Big Bend, through the
esses and up to the right hander onto No Name, when
I backed out thinking Frank must have had a Red Bull
or something! As the track dried, I passed Frank, then
JR passed me back and then one more Junior got me
by a foot at the checker. A real fun race with cars I
don’t normally get to race with. And as for Frank? It
turned out Joe Riolo had taken Frank’s car out for the
race. Ha.

and drivers, and don’t mind being a little patient
when you come upon someone you don’t know – you
will have a great time. If you’d like to be part of a
festival with lots of fans, kids that want to sit in your
car, people who want to talk about your car and the
whole environment of a spectator event, you will have
a hoot. There’s a midway, a bouncy house, a Concours
on Sunday, a great dinner Friday night, and a paddock
full of neat cars and people you do and don’t know.
There’s a hill that will be full of people there to watch
the races. There’s a driver’s lounge with free espresso
and pastries, air conditioning and all the timing sheets
you could want. But please, don’t go expecting the
same track time or the same group of competitors that
you are accustomed to at other VRG events. You will
be disappointed. There will be someone VERY slow
in your group, I guarantee it. Maybe a few. There will
be someone unpredictable in your group. I guarantee
it. No racing on Sunday. But come on out, roll with it
and have a great time. I know I’ll be there and I’ll be
doing just that, come by for a beer!

So should you go to Lime Rock in 2020? Well, if you
have a “tin top” or FF, they very much want you to
attend. If you are the kind of racer who figures $ per
lap, maybe this isn’t the race for you. If you think it
would be fun to race with a different group of cars

View more at BillStoler.com
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For the driver who enjoys racing with others who value
driver attitude, skill and car preparation.

VRG 2019 DIRECTORS
Jim Karamanis – President
Mike Lawton – Vice President
Cal Trumbo – Treasurer
Nial McCabe – Secretary
Storm Field – Director
Scott Janzen – Director
Keith Lawrence – Director
Graham Long – Director
Butch O’Connor – Director
You may also contact:
Jim Karamanis e-mail jim@vrgonline.org
phone: 571-762-3125

VRG NEWSLETTER TEAM
Bill Stoler Photography
www.billstoler.com • wrstoler@comcast.net
Don Mei
dnmeicpa@aol.com

WWW.VRGONLINE.ORG

Rob Brownlee-Tomasso
rbt25@verizon.net
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